User manual

Control algorithm of MCX fan coil
The software allows you to control a 2-pipe fancoil with water pipe
temperature sensor.

www.danfoss.com/mcx
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Introduction

Water pipe and air room sensors

The software allows you to control a 2-pipe fancoil with water
pipe temperature sensor:
yy cooling and heating control
yy ON/OFF
yy 3-Point or 0/10V motor valve
yy 3 stage fan.

air sensor
pipe sensor

3 stage fan

motor valve

2 pipe change-over
fan coil

Main functions
The main functions of the control algorithm are the following:
yy Fan:
control of 3 stages according to air room temperature
yy Water valve:
control of ON/OFF, 3-Point or 0/10V motor valve according to air
room temperature
yy Winter/Summer selection:
change-over based on water pipe sensor
yy Regulation:
based on air room temperature with 2 PID loops for heating
and cooling
yy Alarms:
-- settings of the type of reset, delay and action on the 2
alarms relays
-- setting of alarm digital input polarity
-- alarms History
yy Multilanguage:
up to 8 languages: the active language is selected at compiling
time
yy Modbus network:
Modbus slave on RS485

Supplied Software tools
The following software tools are available, useful for test and
commissioning:
yy MCXShape Software configurator:
for an advanced configuration of the software application
yy Simulator:
to execute and test the software application on your Personal
Computer without the need of a physical MCX hardware
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Input/output configuration
The algorithm was designed to run on MCX06D, mounting the
small size display (98x64 pixel), eventually connected to a remote
interface MMIGRS. But it can run on any controller of the whole
MCX range, excluding LED display interfaces.
Thanks to the software configuration tool for PC, it is possible to
assign the desired function, type, polarity and working range to
each input and output, thus making the most of the resources
available in the selected MCX model.

Input/output functions
Below is a complete list of the functions available;
these functions can be assigned independently to each
input/output.

Analog Input
Label

Description

Function

RA

Room Air

Room temperature

SCH

Pipe Sensor “SCH”

Water pipe temperature

Digital Input
Label

Description

Function

MS

Main switch

Remote ON/OFF

SW

Summer/Winter mode

Winter/Summer selection

DN

Day/Night

Day/Night Selection

FO

Fan overload

Fan Overload alarm

VO

Valve Overload

Valve Overload alarm

GA

General Alarm

General alarm

Digital Output
Label

Description

MV

Motor Valve

MV_OFF Motor Valve Off

Function
Water valve command ON
command (3-Point valve
or ON/OFF valve)
Water valve OFF
command (3-Point valve)

FAN1

Fan 1

Stage1 Fan

FAN2

Fan 2

Stage2 Fan

FAN3

Fan 3

Stage3 Fan

AL

Alarm

Alarm

WO

Warning

Warning

Analog Output
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Label

Description

Function

VO

ValveOut

Water valve command
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How to assign a function to a MCX physical
input/output
Example for Analog Input.
Assign a virtual function to the MCX physical input, using the
drop-down menu in the "Function" column.

Analog input tab
Phisical analog input number
in the MCX controller
List of available function
Function associated to the
physical MCX input

Example
Analog Input number 2 is used for the "Room Air" sensor.
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User interface
MCX keys are used to access directly some software special
functions and to navigate through the user interface menu.

Direct access to special functions from main
screen
access the alarm screen

Keyboard
Key

Description
Up
Down
Enter

access the menu
Esc

Turning the unit ON and OFF
The device commutation from OFF to ON status and vice versa,
can be done in the following ways:
yy from menu/start
yy from parameter "y01"
yy as a consequence of a serious alarm
yy through the digital input "MS - Main switch".

Main Menu

Str - Start
ON - Turn ON
OFF - Turn OFF

Note
The digital input acts on the status change.
If, during the input configuration phase, you set "Polarity"=N.C.
(Normally Closed), the unit is OFF when the input is open.
When OFF, the machine mode is indicated in the side way.
If the unit is OFF from digital input, the text is IOF instead of OFF.
The unit is ON if it has been set to ON both from the User Interface
(menu or parameter) and from Digital Input.
If one of these is OFF, the unit is OFF.

Main screen
The main screen shows the following information:
Data-time

Display B “dSb”

Display A “dSA”
Alarm
Fan speed (1-2-3)
Winter/summer “dSC”
Night function
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Motor valve

Fan mode (A=auto; M=manual)
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Navigating the menu
main screen

main menu

Press the
key from the main screen to access the menu
described in the table below.
The menu structure can be modified using the configuration tool,
so the one described below is only one of the possible.
Use the
Pressing

and

keys to navigate through the menu.

key lets you descend a level in the menu.

If this is possible, and pressing

key lets you move up a level.

If there are not lower levels in the menu, the
command or activates the edit mode.

key executes the

In Edit Mode use the following keys to modify the selected
parameters:
and

keys to modify the value,

key to confirm the modification.
keyto abandon it without confirming.
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0

no password

1

password L01
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Main menu

Sub-menu/
command

Command

ALA - Alarms

Access level

Description

0
List of all the active alarms.
One screen is dedicated to each alarm.
Use and keys to scroll the list of active alarms. The list is circular
and ordered by alarm code. Look at "LOG - Log History" menu for a
chronological order.
AAL - Active Alarms

0

NOTE:
Alarms are configured via MCXShape.
Manual reset of all the active alarms that are configured to have
manual reset.

Alarms

0

The type of reset for each alarm is defined through MCXShape.
By default all the alarms are automatic; it means that they are
automatically reset when the alarm condition disappears.
If an alarm is configured to have manual reset, "Reset Alarms" is the
command to run to reset it when the alarm condition is not active
anymore.
List of all the alarm events, both active and no more active.
Up to 20 events are stored.
Use and buttons to scroll the list of events: to go backwards.
One screen is dedicated to each event. Each event is made by alarm
code, description, starting date and time and ending date and time.
EXAMPLE:

LOG - Log history

0

CLR - Clear log

0
0
0
0
0

Str - Start
ON - Turn ON
OFF - Turn OFF
FAN - Fan Mode
AUT - Auto

0

F1 - Speed 1
F2 - Speed 2
F3 - Speed 3

0
0
0
0

SeM - Set Mode
SWs Summer/Winter

NOTE:
The first event to be stored is: Log Cleared. It is stored after
uploading the software or after the command "Clear Log" (see next).
Clear the Log History.
Turn ON the unit.
Turn OFF the unit.
Set the automatic working mode of fan.
The fan speed depends on the air room temperature.
Set the fan speed at stage 1 (Digital Output: "Fan 1").
Set the fan speed at stage 2 (Digital Output: "Fan 2").
Set the fan speed at stage 3 (Digital Output: "Fan 3").

0
Auto - Auto
Heat Heat Setup
Cool Cool Setup
DI - DI

DNs Day/Night setup

0

Set the automatic changeover, according to the water pipe sensor.

0

Set the Winter (or Heat) mode.

0

Set the Summer (or Cool) mode.

0

Set the changeover from digital input "SW - Summer/Winter Mode".

0
DI - DI Setup
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alarm description
start date-time
end date-time
progressive number (1=newest)
alarm code

0

Day or Night mode is set by digital input "DN – Day/Night".
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Main menu

Sub-menu/
command

Command

Access level

Sche 0
Scheduler Setup

Description
Day or Night Mode is set by scheduler.
Insert the password with 3 digits, that defines your access level to
menu and parameters.
Press and to modify the selected digit value.
Press to confirm the value and pass to the next digit if exists, or to
login.
The and keys, if present, allow to move the cursor on the
desired digit.
Passwords for access levels from 1 to 3 are defined by parameters
"L01" (level 1 or user), "L02" (level 2 or manufacturer),
"L03"(level 3 or advanced).
Without login, the default access level is 0.

LOG - Login

0

You will not be allowed to get access to parameters and menu
belonging to a higher level than yours.
After entering the password, your access level is shown in the
second line of the display.
EXAMPLE:
access level =3

When you exit from menu (pressing the key), you lose your access
level and you need to log in again to get a level different from 0.

PAR - Parameters

1

SER - Service
DFP - Default param
INF - Software info
DEV - Device info

1
0
0
0

RTC - RTC Setup

0

SCH - Scheduler

0

I/O Input/Output
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NOTE:
Parameter and menu levels are defined via MCXShape through the
"Level" property.
List of configuration parameters.
See next chapter.
Load default parameter values.
Shows application software information.
Shows MCX device information.
Set the clock date and time.
Press to move to the next field and to the previous one.
Press to enter in edit mode and to exit.
Press to exit without saving.
Set the scheduler:
10 schedule records are available. In each record you can set the
action, between DAY and NIGHT and the date/time. You can set a
precise day of the year if you set the month/day or you can set the
week day. Here is the list of settings:
- Time (hours and minutes, with resolution of tens of minutes).
- Month and Day (as an alternative to the Days of the Week) .
- The action to be programmed: day/night .
- Days of the Week (as an alternative to Month and Day).
EXAMPLE:
of Night function activated at 17.30 of each working day of the
week, from Monday to Friday:

1
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Main menu

Sub-menu/
command

Command

Access level

Description
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DO (1=active)

AO

DI (1=open)

0

AI

IOd - I/O Display

I/O number

Shows in one screen the raw measurement values of MCX
input/output.
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Parameters
Parameters are clustered in groups, depending on their function.
The following attributes are defined for each parameter:
yy Label:
parameter identification tag.
Unequivocally identifies the parameter.
yy Description:
describes the parameter and is displayed on LCD displays only.
Description is Multilanguage: on the right side of the parameter
table in MCXShape you can find the description translated in
many languages: these are the columns that you must change
in case of need.
yy Min:
lowest possible value of the parameter.
yy Max:
highest possible value of the parameter.
yy Value:
factory-installed value. You can restore default values of all
parameters, setting the parameter "y02 = YES".
yy Unit:
indicates the unit of measure.
yy Decimals:
number of decimal points.
yy Level:
parameters are organized in 4 levels. Levels from 1 to 3 are
associated with a password. You cannot display parameters
associated with an access level higher than yours:
-- "level 0" can be accessed without a password
-- "level 1", typically clusters parameters which are not critical
for the machine function and which are frequently modified
-- "level 2" typically clusters parameters which are useful
during machine installation
-- "level 3" typically clusters parameters reserved to the
manufacturer
yy Enabled:
a non-enabled parameter is not displayed and cannot be
modified from the user interface.
yy Mode:
indicates whether the parameter is read only "RW=1", or
read-write "RW=0".
yy Visibility:
specifies whether parameter visibility is a function of another
parameter.
yy Text Value: list of mnemonic values that can be assumed by
the parameter.

Note
All the described attributes can be modified via MCXShape.
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Group1
CFG - Unit control

Group2

Parameter

Description

TEM - Temp control
T1 - Heat setpoint

Setpoint used for air temperature control in heating (winter) mode.
When the Night Function is activated (by digital input, scheduler or
T2 - Heat setpoint night
menu), this offset is added to the Heat setpoint:
offset
Active Setpoint=T1+T2.
T3 - Cool setpoint
Setpoint used for air temperature control in cooling (summer) mode
When the Night Function is activated (by digital input, scheduler or
T4 - Cool setpoint night
menu), this offset is added to the Cool setpoint:
offset
Active Setpoint=T1+T2.
FAN - Fan control
F1 - Manual Fan Enable
F2 - Manual Fan Speed
F3 - Number Fan Speed

Enables manual control of fan
(it can be overwritten by menu command: Fan Mode->Speed 1,2,3).
Set the speed of the fan in manual mode
(it can be overwritten by menu command: Fan Mode->Speed 1,2,3).
Number of fan stages available.

PId - PID
P1 - Cool Fan Diff

P2 - Cool Integral time

P3 - Cool Derivative
time
P4 - Heat Fan Diff
P5 - Heat Integral time
P6 - Heat Derivative
time

Temperature regulation PID control band in cooling mode.
Defines the regulation band lateral to the setpoint within which the
control determines the entity of its action proportional to the position
of the room temperature within the band itself.
Temperature regulation PID integral time in cooling mode.
Coefficient that determines the response rate for integral regulation
(short times correspond to a high response rate). This corresponds to
the integration time, i.e. the time that, with constant proportional error,
must elapse before the integral error is increased by a value equal to the
proportional error.
The integrative action thus also takes into account the time during
which the regulated variable shifts from the setpoint.
This prevents reaching a steady operation with a constant error, a
situation that typically occurs when control is only proportional.
Temperature regulation PID derivative time in cooling mode
Coefficient that determines the entity of the derivative action
Temperature regulation PID control band in heating mode.
Temperature regulation PID integral time in heating mode.
Temperature regulation PID derivative time in heating mode.

VLV - Valve control

VTy - Type of Valve

Defines the type of valve among:
ON-OFF – digital output "Motor Valve" is used to drive the valve.
0-10V: analog output "Motor Valve" is used.
3 points: digital output “Motor Valve” for opening and
"Motor Valve OFF" for closing are used.
Percentage of load covered by the valve in heating
output status

fan stage 3 ON
fan stage 3
fan stage 2 ON
fan stage 3 OFF

VOP - Valve occupancy
% Heat

fan stage 2

fan stage 1 ON
fan stage 2 OFF

fan stage 1

valve open 100%
fan stage 1 OFF

valve

load

valve occupancy
VOP, VOC

0%

VOC - Valve occupancy
% Cool
VRT - Valve running
time

100%

Percentage of load covered by the valve in cooling,
see above.
Running time of the 3-Point motor valve.

ALR - Temp alarms
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Group1

Group2

Parameter
AC4 - Temp alarm low

AC5 - Temp alarm high

Description
Temperature limit for the A86-Low Temperature alarm.
Alarm is triggered when Room Air < AC4.
The alarm has not any influence on the unit control.
Temperature limit for the A85-High Temperature alarm.
Alarm is triggered when Room Air > AC5.
The alarm has not any influence on the unit control.

GEN - Unit config
PBR - Probes config

PSC - Pipe Sensor
Calibration

Runt time configuration of the type of Room Air sensor.
NOTE:
You must check that the selected type is supported by the used MCX
model.
Higher measure allowed for the Room Air sensor: above it the
A82 - Room Air Sensor Error alarm is generated. In case of alarm, the
valve is turned OFF and the fan speed is set to minimum.
Lower measure allowed for the Room Air sensor: below it the
A82 - Room Air Sensor Error alarm is generated. In case of alarm, the
valve is turned OFF and the fan speed is set to minimum.
Calibration value for the Air Room sensor.
This value is added to the sensor measure.
Runt time configuration of the type of Pipe Sensor.
NOTE:
You must check that the selected type is supported by the used MCX
model.
Higher measure allowed for the Pipe Sensor: above it the
A81 - Pipe Sensor Error alarm is generated. In case of alarm, the valve is
turned OFF and the fan speed is set to minimum.
Lower measure allowed for the Pipe Sensor: below it the
A81 - Pipe Sensor Error alarm is generated. In case of alarm, the valve is
turned OFF and the fan speed is set to minimum.
Calibration value for the Pipe Sensor.
This value is added to the sensor measure.

L01 - Password level 1
L02 - Password level 2
L03 - Password level 3

Sets the password for level 1 access
Sets the password for level 2 access
Sets the password for level 3 access

RAT - Room Air Type

RAM - Room Air max

RAm - Room Air min
RAC - Room Air
Calibration
PST - Pipe Sensor Type

PSM - Pipe Sensor max

PSm - Pipe Sensor min

PAS - Password

Mod - Set Mode
Sets the way used for changing the summer/winter mode among
M1 - Set summer-winter
automatic, manual and digital input. It can be overwritten by menu
mode
command: Set Mode->Summer Winter.
If M1=Auto, the selected mode is heating (or winter)
M2 - Heat pipe set
when Pipe Sensor > M2
If M1=Auto, the selected mode is cooling (or summer)
M3 - Cool pipe set
when Pipe Sensor < M3
Sets the way used for activating the night function between scheduler
M4 - Set day-night
or digital input.
mode
It can be overwritten by menu command: Set Mode->Day/Night Setup
StU - Setup
y01 - ON/OFF
y02 - Load default
y03 - System heat/cool
y04 - Date Format
y05 - Temperature
measurement unit

y06 - Set Summer time

y07 - Type DST
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Sets ON/OFF status.
Loads default values to all parameters (default values are those defined
with MCXShape at compile time).
NOT USED.
Sets the temperature measurement unit between Celsius and
Fahrenheit.
Set the daylight summer time selection mode:
"y06=Auto": DST is automatically enabled in EU or US
(according to next parameter).
"y06=DST": DST is activated.
"y06=Std": DST is not activated.
Sets the type of Daylight Saving Time rules (previous parameter):
Europe or USA.
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Group1

Group2
SEr - Serial

Parameter

Description

SEr - Serial address
(Modbus and CAN)
bAU - Serial baudrate
(Modbus)
COM - Serial settings
(Modbus)

Serial address: the same value is used for Modbus and Canbus
communication.
Modbus serial baudrate. Possible settings:
0;1200;2400;4800;9600;14400;19200;28800;38400.
Serial port settings: number of Data bits, Parity, number of Stop bits.

ALA - Alarms out
BUZ - Buzzer activation
time
AdL - Alarm relay
activation delay
AOF - Alarm out active
if unit in OFF

Buzzer activation time (minutes) in case of alarm.
Special values:
0=buzzer is always OFF.
15=buzzer is always ON.
Delay between the detection of alarm and the activation of alarm relay.
Sets if the alarm relay is active in case of alarm when the unit is OFF.

dSP - Display
dSA - Display A value
dSb - Display B value
dSC - Cooling icon

Log - Logo
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Sets what to show on display A (in the main screen).
Sets what to show on display B (in the main screen).
Sets the type of cooling icon between sun or ice.
NOT USED.
Sets the index of the logo that you want to show at startup.
The index corresponds to the number in the name of the Logo icon into
the "bin/Graph" folder in the project:
Logo=1 <-> StartLogoDX_1.bmp;
Logo=2 <-> StartLogoDX_2.bmp;
Logo=3 <-> StartLogoDX_3.bmp.
Edit this bitmap (55x22 pixel) to create the image you want and compile.
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Alarms
Actions following an alarm

When an alarm occurs, the following actions are generally
performed by the MCX controller:
yy The buzzer sounds
yy The "Alarm" or "Warning" relay:
is activated (as set by MCXShape). MCXShape can be used to
define the status of the alarm and warning relay when no alarm
condition is in effect: energized or de-energized.
yy An alarm icon:
is displayed on the main screen and the alarm code/description
is added to the list of active alarms.
The alarms can be reset automatically or manually.
If the reset type is automatic, the alarm is deactivated as soon as
the alarm condition disappears.
If the reset type is manual, the user must follow the deactivation
procedure once the alarm conditions is over:
from menu Alarms->Reset Alarms.
There can be alarms that from automatic revert to manual reset
after a certain number of occurrences in a specified time
(the so called "Period for Semi-Automatic Reset"): these are called
semi-automatic alarms.
The reset type is configured by MCXShape.
The buzzer is silenced the first time any button is pressed, even if
the alarm condition remains active;
then it remains silent until the arrival of a new alarm.
After the alarm reset (automatic or manual), the alarm relay is
deactivated and the alarm code is no longer displayed. But the
alarm record is saved in the Alarm History.

Alarms table

Each alarm has its own properties, all editable via MCXShape.
These properties are:
yy code and description
yy enable status
yy type of reset
yy starting and operating delay
yy action on the general alarm and warning relay
yy action on the buzzer.
These properties are described in the table below with the
addition of the alarm trigger condition and the action on the unit.
When a property value is defined by a parameter, the code of that
parameter is indicated in the table.

Code Description
A01
A81
A82
A83
A84
A85
A86

Trigger condition

General alarm

DI “General Alarm”
AI “Pipe Sensor” >
Pipe Sensor Error
PSM or < PSm
Room Air Sensor
AI “Room Air” >
Error
RAM or < RAm
Fan Overload
DI “Fan Overload”
Valve Overload
DI “Valve Overload”
High Temperature AI “Room Air” > AC5
Low Temperature AI “Room Air” < AC4
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auto

Period for
semi-auto
reset (min)
60

0

Delay in
normal
working (s)
0

auto

60

10

2

True

auto

60

10

2

True

auto
auto
auto
auto

60
60
60
60

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

True
True
True
True

Reset
Type

Delay at
start-up (s)

Active in
OFF
True

Action
Unit OFF
Water valve is turned off and
fan speed is set to minimum
Water valve is turned off and
fan speed is set to minimum
Unit OFF
Unit OFF
Warning
True
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Modbus Communication
The communication protocol supported over the RS485 network
is the Modbus RTU slave.
Default communications settings:
yy Unit Address = 2;
defined by parameter "SER-Serial address (Modbus and CAN)".
yy Baudrate =19200:
defined by parameter "bau- Serial baudrate (Modbus)".
yy Serial Setting: 8N1:
defined by parameter "COM- Serial settings (Modbus)".
Exported variables are of the "Holding Register" type.

Exported variables table
Use the "Print" function of the MCXShape Configurator Tool to get
the list of Modbus points.
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Danfoss can accept no responsibility for possible errors in catalogues, brochures and other printed material. Danfoss reserves the right to alter its products without notice. This also applies to products
already on order provided that such alterations can be made without subsequential changes being necessary
eady agreed.
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